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OUR PARTNERS

Sigma Interiors are partnered with leading
National & International brands.

BEYOND LIMITS

TEAM WORK

OUR LOCATIONS
India
Kambilichungam, Chittur, Palakkad,
Kerala. Ph. no: +91 4923 283 344.
Bangalore
+91 94966 48000
United Kingdom
+44 7790 300500
Display - Kerala
Palakkad, Kochi, Pala, Kottayam,
Thodupuzha, Kozhikode.

SIGMA INTERIORS

YOUR PERFECT INTERIOR PARTNER
BEYOND LIMITS

Sigma Interiors, UK based and one of India's leading furnishing firms, enjoy the expertise in crafting
interior spaces cuts across design genres. Gifted with a decade of experience, we are passionate about
creating designer living spaces.
Appointment

Costing

Connecting with our representative and fixing an

We produce detailed design drawings of the

appointment based on your convenience.

proposed interior. We also present our proposals in
a 3D format. We assure you a discount on design

Discussion

cost and an irresistible final deal if you choose to

We help you to detail your ideas and give the best

do business with us. Once the design has been

option to transform them into a perfect plan. All

finalized, we prepare a detailed proposal to work

recommendations and suggestions from you will be

out the project cost. We fine tune the cost proposal

taken care with utmost importance during the

based on customer inputs, and arrive at a final

journey of confirming the final plan.

costing to suit your budget.

Proposal

Production

Our team works on your tastes, needs, and

We have a CRISIL rated and ISO 9001:2000 certified

aspirations, and suggests the best design options to

factory which is well equipped with modern

suit your budget. Together with the customer, we

technology as well as Italian and German

refine the selected design until they are completely

machinery for manufacturing of world class wood

finished. We will provide you with 2D and 3D

panels, furniture, modular kitchens, doors and

illustrations as we progress.

everything that we need for your perfect interior.
Installation

Sigma ensures a free home delivery of the finished commodities to the site for installation. Installation is
done by skilled and experienced professionals without delay. We give you a timeline of maximum 45 days
from the confirmation of design to completion of installation works, if the site is ready.

Residential

SIGMA INTERIORS

RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
BEYOND LIMITS

Modular Kitchen
We have rustic, farmhouse style, modern kitchen style and
everything in between. We are committed to continuous research
on innovative ways and methods to build unique finish in designs
with the guaranteed quality to utilize the space to the fullest.
Bedrooms
Let us set the looked-for moods by creatively adding patterns;
subtle and loud, colours and themes to your bedrooms.
Remember a cozy bedroom can also be a statement of grandeur.
Living Rooms
Make your living room a great place to kick-start your day or
unwind after a long day. With creativity and effective use of
convertible and foldable furniture, turn these little places into a
private dining area, tea corner or a pseudo workstation.
Dining
We develop innovative dining solution to suit the ideas and
needs of the customers, using strategic thinking to give out a
vibrant family dining space that also promotes intimacy making
use of space intelligently.
Kids Rooms
We understand that kids room is a place that shapes their
personality and transforming them in the years to come. We have
wallpapers to suit your kid's nature, best range of study area
designs with comfort, functionality, storage, and personality.

DESIGN IS ABOUT MAKING PEOPLE HAPPY,
EITHER FUNCTIONALLY, AESTHETICALLY, OR EMOTIONALLY.

THE MASTER BEDROOM IS A GREAT PLACE TO
BUILD COMFORT IN, ALONG WITH THE FAMILY
ROOM. THIS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED WITH
WARM TEXTURED FABRICS AND RICH COLOUR.

Commercial

SIGMA INTERIORS

COMMERCIAL SERVICES
BEYOND LIMITS

Sigma Interiors love creating a range of unique designs
from economical to luxury interiors for your commercial
setup, either be an office, restaurant, resorts, hotel, and
retail.

SERVICE OFFERED
When it comes to designing office interiors, we know
what it takes to create spaces where people feel
connected, engaged, and inspired.
The vision of sigma commercial spaces is that the
designs, furniture, and accessories should be chosen
considering the aesthetics, ergonomics and utilitarian
values. We are always with you in making the right
choices.
We offer customized designs of varied nature
considering the characteristics, needs and policy to
make your office attractive, comfortable, professional,
friendly, minimalistic and ensures it makes the most of
your space with supreme efficiency.

THE WARMTH OF
POSITIVE WORK-SPACE

Other Services
THE SIGNATURE
OF STYLISHNESS.

SIGMA INTERIORS

OTHER SERVICES
BEYOND LIMITS

Sigma Interiors love creating a unique range of designs
from economical to luxury interiors which are exclusive
to the requirements of each family.

SERVICE OFFERED
We offer services such as Flooring (laminated wooden),
Wallpaper, Blinds, Indoor Plants, Art & Crafts,
Customized furniture.
We are the world's most trusted wooden flooring
company, operating since 2005. We maintain a vision of
creating perfect flooring solutions for our customers.
We have partnered with reputed wooden flooring brands
to provide world-class finishing to finest interiors.
With living spaces shrinking day by day, a balcony is
what we are blessed with as an outdoor area. With
limited horizontal spaces, vertical gardening is the way
forward. Use vertical planters on a sunny wall or hang
planters from any statement furniture. Today's indoor
lifestyle and polluted outdoors necessitates a little
greenery indoors to rejuvenate our lives every day. We
offer you the best choices of indoor plants and create
your favorite indoor gardens.

Our designers and
landscapers create entire
indoor environments that
stimulate the senses. In
doing so, we make your
people and your
customers feel great.

NATURE IN YOUR
INTERIORS.

We have developed and
installed a wide range of
landscapes that have not
only been functional but
have also complimented
the surrounding
landscape.

Fully equipped factory

SIGMA INTERIORS

SKILLS & STANDARDS
BEYOND LIMITS

Sigma uses ISI specified branded marine grade plywood
for all our works and export quality laminates like
Merino, Century, Greenlam etc to give the feel you
enjoy. Each and every batch of plywoods is sampled,
tested to see how efficient is it withstanding boiling
water without losing its essential properties. This
ensures the efficiency and durability of the cabinets,
furniture, and wardrobes even in wet conditions and
variations in atmospheric temperature.
For perfect edge-banding to make a well-finished
module, we use Imported German machinery to make
edge banding which makes a perfect furniture module.
As we are direct buyers from national and international
brands, sigma is able to deliver you quality at the best
pricing possible.

Our quality assurance teams ensure that the materials
used are of the best quality by frequent and efficient
quality checks and are carved creatively in our own
production units. This gives us the complete freedom of
product selection, quality assurance, and timely
delivery.
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